
Nivedita  Academy’s Overseas Education wing  has been functioning  on 
3 pillars namely, the language learning, pursuing education in universities 
abroad, work abroad and immigration. Since 2011, we have provided a 
unique forum for cultural, intellectual and artistic growth. We are a reputed 
English language course training provider in Chennai and Trichy with 
experience of providing training for students with different purposes and 
objectives.  
Students are our Priority 

Nivedita Academy is well aware that English is essential to mingle with the 

people and cope up different personalities in different environments. As a 

measure of personalization, it is essential to know the language and culture 

before entering into any country to handle the upsurge and slump occasions. 

Nivedita Academy provides training programmes for the students who would 

like to pursue their studies broad.  Our motto is to encourage students learn 

English for diverse purposes and spread mutual understanding amongst 

world’s various linguistic groups. 

What is IELTS? 
 
IELTS is the International English Language Testing System to evaluate English 

Proficiency. This is the world’s most popular test system to validate English 

Proficiency. More than 2 million IELTS tests are conducted every year globally. 

IELTS tests the candidate’s ability to listen, read, write & speak the language 

fluently. If you are planning for higher education or global migration you need to 

have a higher IELTS score to prove your English proficiency.  

 

The IELTS exam results are accepted by the majority of managements 

including educational institutions, professional associations, employers, and 

governments around 140 countries in the world. On clearing the IELTS 

exam, you can emigrate and elevate your lifestyle to new circumstances and 

opportunities. It is easy to clear the IELTS exams when you get into a 

professional institute. IELTS Coaching in Chennai at Nivedita Academy 

provides the necessary training to the candidates to clear the exams easily. 

Academic Module / General Training Module: 

 The Academic Module is intended for those wishing to enrol in 
universities and other institutions of higher education. 
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 The General Training Module is intended for those planning to 
undertake non-academic training or to gain work experience, or for 
immigration purposes. 

 

 The Listening and Speaking sections are the same for both the 
modules, Reading and Writing sections differ. 

 

It’s not like a test where you memorize things and then write them 
on the paper and hand it over to the examiner. It’s more like a skill, 
which you need to prove by doing a thing in a right manner. How can 
you learn a skill?  
  
If you are planning to appear in an IELTS test, focus on improving 
your basic English skills first. 
 
First improve your everyday reading and listening, your speaking 
and writing. IELTS is not a difficult test for those who have regular 
reading habit and have acquired sufficient vocabulary . Apart from 
these,good exam strategies and lots of learning tips are also required. 
Nivedita Academy is the right institution to offer everything you 
need to secure your desired score. 
 
You will also find out about the kinds of topics that come up in the 
IELTS test. Focus  on topics related to education, health and the 
environment that frequently come up in the IELTS test. Nivedita 
Academy provides you with all the required materials for getting 
ideas or points for the essays.  
 

ELIGIBILITY FOR IELTS 

There are two types of training in the IELTS they are academic level and general 

level. The purpose and the plan decide what kind of  certification to be obtained. 

To study Engineering, Medical or any master program in the UK, New Zealand, 

Canada, and Australia it is essential to have scored in the IELTS exam 

from IELTS Chennai. To migrate or to travel for the purpose of a job it is essential 

to have certification. The immigration bodies, British Council, University of 

Cambridge, IDP, IELTS Australia, professional bodies, and government agencies 

manage the IELTS exam for the standards to be maintained. 



  Candidates with 16 years and above age groups are eligible to appear for 

the IELTS exam. 

  He or she should have a passport to travel to foreign countries. 

  The reason for traveling has to be mentioned with the supporting 

documents. 

  Education pattern should be 10+2+3 

Finally, IELTS certification with good score is essential to pursue education, job 

or visit houses to see relatives or friends. 

Academic IELTS Training: 

General IELTS Training 

 
 

 

WHY NIVEDITA ACADEMY FOR IELTS TRAINING ? 

The knowledge of the peer approach, the healthy learning environment, and 

global reach constitute for the success rate of the students from Nivedita 

Academy. Nivedita Academy is the best IELTS Coaching Center in Chennai 

and Trichy with proven results. 

Nivedita Academy was established in 2011 with a mission to empower  millions 

of  Indian youth to communicate fluently in English.  Since 2011, Nivedita 

Academy  has trained more than 2500+ students to communicate confidently. At 

Nivedita Academy, we don’t believe in a pure textbook oriented training. We 

offer a combination of valuable teaching resources through audio and visuals and 

a lot of exercises that will transform students to communicate better. IELTS 

training in Chennai and Trichy at Nivedita Academy will enable the participants 

to hone their English Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening skills in such a 

way that they can successfully embark on their employment or education ventures 

overseas. 

IELTS has always been a dream for many students in order to get into the top 

university abroad. There may be thousands of students aspiring to clear IELTS 

whereas only a few are able to accomplish it. 

In the digital era, every student is able to gather knowledge from the Internet but  

many of them  are not capable of retaining the accumulated knowledge. Nivedita 

Academy helps them in reaching their goal. 

Our trainers make use of unique teaching methodology that is a blend of both 

traditional and modern practice. Thus, it will be easier for you to grasp every 

concept in a very realistic manner with all the necessary updates related to the 
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examination. Generally, most experts consider Nivedita Academy as one of the 

best IELTS Coaching Center in Chennai and Trichy. 

 

Nivedita Academy is a one stop solution for a student’s overseas study 
requirements for competitive exam coaching. For those located outside of 
Chennai and Trichy, we offer training through our online training modules. 
 
A small batch size in an important feature at Nivedita Academy. The low 
ratio of trainers to students makes it an intimate classroom community. 
Students gain an exciting & rewarding experience through inter-personal 
interaction. 
 

At Nivedita Academy, we take student services seriously and offer 
sources of support and advice on matters ranging from learning difficulties 
to exam worries. Amongst others, we have a dedicated team of academic 
advisors for our students. 
 
The course  in Nivedita Academy concludes with a practice test package which 

is comprehensively designed to bring your band-score to the required level.  Our 

comprehensive designed courses take you through basic concepts, exam 

strategies and practice sessions. We guide students who are willing to study in 

best universities in USA, Canada, Australia and many more. 

 

We make sure that we shall remove exam-fear of the students by conducting 

repeated tests which will be helpful in building up the confidence of the student 

before taking up the exam. 

 
 

 Nivedita Academy has a Visionary Management. 
 

 Experience of training over 10000 students. 
 

   Library Facilities 
 

 We offer customized test-prep solutions based on learning needs.  
 

 We provide IELTS training for both Academic and General 
modules. 
. 

 Achievement of 8+ band score on IELTS is not very far. 
 



 Hard copies of materials for reading and listening are provided. 
 

 Includes Interactive CD-ROM With Full Practice Test 

 

 Extra Support in Grammar and Vocabulary 

 Tips & Strategies to do the practice tests for time bound IELTS 

mock tests. 

 A team of highly motivated, hardworking, well experienced, 

dedicated and astute faculty with specialization In IELTS Test 

preparation deliver the best. 

 

 Personalized attention with friendly approach. 
 

   Regular feedback and continuous performance assessment. 
 

 Basic Grammar Training for required candidates. 

 
 Batch flexibility to suit your timings. .  

 

 Comprehensive and exam-oriented week-day and weekend batches 

 

 Syllabus in accordance with the latest updates of the IDP and 
other exam conducting bodies. 
 

 Realistic Practice Tests In Classroom 

 

 Effective doubt clearing sessions. 
 

 Critical test-taking techniques and Intensive mock speaking 
sessions. 

 



 Weekly practice tests to measure your progress 
 

 Unique Workbook with instructor-led practice sessions. 
 

 Smart classrooms with hi-tech facilities to improvise learning 

experience. 

 

 

 Affordable Fees. We accept Cash, Card, Net Bank transfer . 

 
 

 Outstanding results with many students going to the world’s 
best universities. 
 

 Short listing of Universities before appearing for the test. 
 
 

 New Normal and fast track batches starting every week.  
 

 

  Remarkable improvement guaranteed. 
 

  A/c class rooms to provide you a better learning environment. 

 

 Official IELTS test registration partner with IDP & British Council 

 

 One stop solution for all your queries related to test registration & 

booking 

 

 Provide assistance in changing the test date & test cancellation 

 

 
 

 Convenient Option of various locations in Tamilnadu– Choose the 

IELTS Training in Chennai, KK Nagar,or IELTS Training in Trichy, 

Thillainagar Main Road 

  



 Academic Training: 

 Listening (40 questions) – 30 minutes 

 Reading (40 questions) – 60 minutes 

 Writing (2 essays) – 60 minutes 

 Speaking – 10 to 15 minutes. 

 General Training: 

 Listening (40 questions) – 30 minutes 

 Reading (40 questions) – 60 minutes 

 Writing (2 essays) – 60 minutes 

IELTS Listening Test: 

IELTS listening exam is conducted to test your listening skills. You will be 

asked to listen to four different recordings and answer 40 different questions 

and each carries 1 mark. The time duration for this test is 30 minutes. Also, 

you will be provided with ten minutes to transfer the answers to the answer 

sheets. The audio will be played only once. The audio includes a range of 

accents like British, American, New Zealand, Australian, and Canadian. The 

four different types of recordings are listed below: 

 Conversation between two people set in a day to day social context.  

 A monologue related to routine social context, interactions like 

information and local facilities. 

 Conversation between four people who are set in the education or 

training context (Discussions related to assignment) 

 Monologue on academic subjects, for example, university lectures.  

Various types of questions will be asked in the form of Multiple choice  

questions, Note completion, Form Completion, Sentence completion, 

Summary completion, Diagram labeling, Table chart, Map, and Short-answers 

question. The same pattern is followed for both the IELTS Academics and 

General Training. 

To enhance your listening skills in English, you need to cultivate the habit of 



listening to English speakers and have regular training. IELTS Coaching in 

Chennai and Trichy at Nivedita Academy helps the candidate to enhance their 

listening skills and trains the candidates efficiently to read, speak, and write 

in English. 

IELTS Speaking Test: 

IELTS Speaking test is conducted to check your fluency in English. The 

Speaking test will be conducted for around 11-15 minutes. IELTS Speaking 

test can be divided into three parts. The three parts of the speaking exam are 

listed below. 

 The examiner will ask general questions about yourself. This session 

will be more about self-introduction and it will last for five minutes. 

 In the second session, you will be given a card which has the topic you 

are going to talk about. You will be given two minutes to think about 

the point you are going to talk about. You are also provided with paper 

and pen to make notes of the points. 

 In the final round, the examiner will ask questions based on what you 

spoke in the second round and elaborates the discussion further with 

relevant questions. The final round will last for five to six minutes.  

The speaking test is conducted by the certified IELTS examiners to check your 

fluency, coherence, pronunciation, grammar accuracy, and vocabulary.  

To enhance your spoken English skills professionally, you need a professional 

institute. IELTS Coaching in Nivedita Academy at Chennai and Trichy helps 

the students to speak fluently in English and hone key skills like reading, 

writing and listening in English. 

IELTS Reading Test: 

The IELTS reading test format for Academic and General training is different. 

For the Academic Reading test, there are three long texts, 40 questions, each 

carries 1 mark, and one hour to complete the exam. The texts for these exams 

are taken from newspapers, books, magazines, and journals. The three long 
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texts will mostly be more descriptive, factual, analytical and discursive. The 

texts may also be in the form of non-verbal presentation such as graphs, 

illustrations, or diagrams. The texts are appropriate and accessible for all the 

students, it will be more of generic topics. When the text contains any 

technical content, you will be provided with the necessary glossary. 

The different types of questions which are asked in these exams are as follows 

Multiple Choice Questions, Identifying the writers views and claims, 

Identifying information, Matching information, Matching features, Matching 

headings, Matching sentences ending, Sentence completion, Diagram Label 

Completion, Summary, Note, Table-flow, Chart completion, and short answer 

questions. 

The test is assessed by the certified markers to ensure reliability and it is 

analyzed further by Cambridge Assessment English University. To have a 

clear understanding of these exams and their patterns get into the right 

institute. IELTS Coaching in Chennai and Trichy at Nivedita Academy 

provides the necessary training to the students for clearing the IELTS exams.  

IELTS Writing Test: 

 The IELTS General Training Writing test is different from the 

Academic Writing test. In the General Writing test, you have two 

tasks, and the duration of time is 60 minutes to complete the exam.  

 Task 1 - Candidates are presented with a general situation and they are 

asked to write a letter requesting information or the explanation about 

the situation presented to them. Letter writing may be in the form of 

personal, semi-formal or formal style. A minimum number of words to 

be written 150. 

 Task 2 - Candidates are asked to write an essay relevant to the point of 

view, problem or argument which is put forth. A minimum number of 

words to be written is 250. 
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 The writing test is assessed by the certified IELTS examiners. The 

assessment of task 2 has more weight in marking than Task 1. Both 

the tasks are assessed as given below. 

 Task response and number of words used in the tasks.  

 Coherence and cohesion 

 Lexical resources 

 Grammatical usage and accuracy. 

At Nivedita Academy in Chennai and Trichy, we train the candidates 

to write professionally in English with a vast academic curriculum and 

provide realistic practice test sessions. 

Study Materials: 

Given below are the common study materials suggested to those who strive 

to clear the exams. 

 Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS. 

 Target Band 7: IELTS Academic. 

 Barron’s IELTS Superpack. 

 IELTS Practice Test Plus 2. 

 Cambridge IELTS 11 Self-Study pack. 

 IELTS Success Formula Academic with CD. 

 IELTS General - How to increase your score. 

By following the books suggested above, one can get to know about the exam. 

But it is advisable to get into an institute for proper guidance in cracking the 

exams. Nivedita Academy in Chennai and  Trichy we provide candidates the 

right blend of theoretical and practical knowledge. Nivedita Academy has 

experienced tutors who are well expertized in this field. They train the 

candidates efficiently to clear the IELTS exam and help them to score high.  

List books for IELTS General Training Module: 

Given below is the list of books for IELTS General Training Module.  
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 General Training Student's Book with Answers by Cambridge 

University. 

 IELTS GT Essays and Letters From the Past Exams by DR Kiranpreet 

Karun Makkar. 

 Cambridge IELTS 12 General Training Student's Book with Answers: 

Authentic Examination Papers. 

 Achievers 9 Bands Combo pack 20 General Training Reading & 15 

Listening Practice Test. 

 IELTS General Training Handbook 2019 

 

 You can follow the above-mentioned books for IELTS General Training 

Module to crack the exams. But it is beneficial when you get into an 

authentic institution due to continued guidance from mentors. IELTS 

Coaching in Chennai and Trichy at Nivedita Academy provide both 

General and Academic Training for candidates seeking employment 

abroad and higher studies respectively. Nivedita Academy has 

experienced tutors and they train the candidates effectively to achieve 

their goals. 

Minimum Score Bands Required for Canada Permanent Residency: 

Under Express Entry for each program there are different IELTS score is 

required. Given below are the table which specifies the IELTS scores results 

of four categories and how it is transferred to the Canadian Level 

Benchmark(CBL). 

Federal Skilled Worker program- IELTS-First official language (Maximum 

24 points) 

CLB Level Speaking Listening Reading Writing Points per Ability 

7 6.0 6.0 – 7.0 6.0 6.0 4 
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8 6.5 7.5 6.5 6.5 5 

9 7.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 6 

10+ 7.5 – 9.0 8.5 – 9.0 8.0 – 9.0 7.5 – 9.0 6 

Federal Skilled Trade Programs - IELTS 

CLB Level Listening Reading Writing Speaking 

10+ 8.5 – 9.0 8.0 – 9.0 7.5 – 9.0 7.5 – 9.0 

9 8.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 

8 7.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 

7 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 

6 5.5 5.0 5.5 5.5 

5 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 

4 4.5 3.5 4.0 4.0 

 

 

IELTS Scoring,  IELTS Results ,  IELTS Exam Registration ,  On the 

IELTS Test day 

A Band Score for each of the four modules as well as an overall score is 
recorded on the Test Report Form. This allows receiving institutions to 
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clearly identify the candidates' strengths and weaknesses. These Band 
Scores are recorded on the Test Report Form along with details of the 
candidate's nationality, first language and date of birth. The Test Report 
Form indicates whether it is for an Academic or General Training 
candidate. Each Band corresponds to a descriptive statement giving a 
summary of the English of a candidate classified at that level. Overall 
Band Scores can be reported in either whole or half Bands. 

IELTS Band Score Calculation: 

The IELTS score is calculated between 0-9. You will get a separate band score 

for each skill and also an overall band score of the skills, reading, writing, 

speaking and listening. You can also get a .5 score as well as 5.5, 6.5, 7.5. 

In case your overall score is an average of 6.25, your score will be increased 

to 6.5. 

If the overall score is an average of 6.75, then your score will be increased to 

7. 

When your overall score was 6.1, then your score will get down to 6.  

An example of the calculation of scores for a few modules is listed below.  

Academic Reading: 

Correct Answers Band Score 

15-22 5 

23-29 6 

30-34 7 



35-38 8 

                                       39&40                                                                    9 

 

General Training and Reading: 

Correct Answers Band Score 

15-22 5 

23-30 6 

30-35 7 

35-38 8 

                                    39&40            9 

Descriptive statements  of Band Score are as follows: 

Band - 9 Expert User 

Has fully operational command of the language: appropriate, accurate 
and fluent with complete understanding. 

Band - 8 Very Good User 

Has fully operational command of the language with only occasional 
unsystematic inaccuracies. Misunderstandings may occur in unfamiliar 
situations. Handles complex detailed argumentation well. 

Band - 7 Good User 

Has operational command of the language, though with occasional 
inaccuracies, and misunderstandings in some situations.Generally 
handles complex language well and understands detailed reasoning. 



Band - 6 Competent User 

Has generally effective command of the language despite some 
inaccuracies and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly 
complex language,particularly in familiar situations. 

Band - 5 Modest User 

Has partial command of the language, coping with overall meaning in 
most situations, though is likely to make many mistakes. Should be able 
to handle basic communication in own field. 

Band - 4 Limited User 

Basic competence is limited to familiar situations. Has frequent problems 
in understanding and expression. Is not able to use complex language. 

Band - 3 Extremely Limited User 

Conveys and understands only general meaning in very familiar 
situations. Frequent breakdowns in communication occur. 

Band - 2 Intermittent User 

No real communication is possible except for the most basic information 
using isolated words or short formulae in familiar situations and to meet 
immediate needs. Has great difficulty understanding spoken and written 
English. 

Band - 1 Non User 

Essentially has no ability to use the language beyond possibly a few 
isolated words.Band 0 Did not attempt the test.No assessable 
information provided. 

Finally, IELTS certification with good score is essential to pursue education, 

job or visit houses to see relatives or friends. 

A Few Tips to score high in the IELTS : 

 Begin your preparation early, have consistency in your preparation 

and check your progress frequently. 

 Try to Master the Standard English Grammar in a systematic 

procedure. 



 Implement the usage of English skills in reading, writing, speaking, 

and listening. 

 Find all the instances to communicate in English and also in writing. 

 Learn new words regularly and enrich your vocabulary. 

 Try Reading longer texts which are specialized in diverse subjects-

matter such as finance, culture, history, and science. 

 Listen to news and Watch documentaries regularly on various topics. 

 Know your fundamentals right and improve the areas where you 

stagnate. 

By following the above tips, you can do your exams well. It is better to join 

an institution and practice by writing the mock exams conducted. Nivedita 

Academy IELTS Coaching in Chennai and Trichy provides regular training 

and conducts tests regularly for the candidates. Tutors at Nivedita Academy 

help the candidates by giving necessary feedback and guide them to improve 

their efficiency in cracking the exams. 

Minimum band score required for Australia PR: 

The minimum band score for Australia PR is 7 in each module and the 

maximum is 8. Given below is the list which clearly explains the versions of 

IELTS scores. 

Superior IELTS score required is 8 or more and the points you can claim is 20 

for Australian PR. 

Proficient (IELTS score required is 7 or more) and the points you can claim 

is 10 for Australian PR. 

Competent ( IELTS score required is 6 or more) and the points you claim is 

0. 

IELTS Coaching in Chennai at Nivedita Academy provides training for all 

IELTS exams such as reading, speaking, writing and listening. Nivedita 

Academy trains the candidates professionally under the guidance of 

experienced tutors. 
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Minimum requirement for IELTS score for MS and MBA in US and UK 

Universities 

From the table given below, you can see famous universities of both the 

countries and the score required to pursue your MS and MBA. 

Institute Specialization Location 
Minimum IELTS 

Score 

Harvard Business School MBA USA 7.5 

London Business School MBA UK 7.5 

Stanford Graduate School of 

Business 
MBA USA 7.0 

UCLA MS USA 7.0 

University of Wisconsin-

Madison 
MS USA 7.0 

University of York MS UK 6.0 to 6.5 

Minimum IELTS score required for English speaking countries: 

Generally, most of the English Speaking Countries need IELTS scores. The 

famous countries which ask for IELTS scores are listed below. 

 Canada (minimum 6.5) 

 UK (minimum 6.5) 

 Australia (minimum 6.5) 



 New Zealand (minimum 6.5) 

 Ireland (6.0) 

 USA (minimum 7) 

 Singapore (minimum 7) 

IELTS Writing Test: 

 The IELTS General Training Writing test is different from the 

Academic Writing test. In the General Writing test, you have two 

tasks, and the duration of time is 60 minutes to complete the exam.  

 Task 1 - Candidates are presented with a general situation and they are 

asked to write a letter requesting information or the explanation about 

the situation presented to them. Letter writing may be in the form of 

personal, semi-formal or formal style. A minimum number of words to 

be written 150. 

 Task 2 - Candidates are asked to write an essay relevant to the point of 

view, problem or argument which is put forth. A minimum number of 

words to be written is 250. 

 The writing test is assessed by the certified IELTS examiners. The 

assessment of task 2 has more weight in marking than Task 1. Both 

the tasks are assessed as given below. 

 Task response and number of words used in the tasks.  

 Coherence and cohesion 

 Lexical resources 

 Grammatical usage and accuracy. 

Nivedita Academy in Chennai and Trichy  trains the candidates to 

write Nivedita Academy  professionally in English. We train students 

with a vast academic curriculum and provide realistic practice test 

sessions. 
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 IELTS exam has a wide academic curriculum as thousands of new 

words are added to the English dictionary yearly. The four major skills 

in the IELTS exams i.e reading, writing, speaking, and listening have 

equal importance. There are various attributes to be learned English, 

especially grammar, and it requires professional guidance. 

 One can have a holistic understanding of the language with appropriate 

training from the tutors to score high in the IELTS exam. IELTS 

Coaching in KK Nagar, Chennai and Thillainagar, Trichy  at Nivedita 

Academy trains  the candidates to write and speak eloquently. IELTS 

exam has a wide academic curriculum as thousands of new words are 

added to the English dictionary yearly. The four major skills in the 

IELTS exams i.e reading, writing, speaking, and listening have equal 

importance. There are various attributes to be learned English, 

especially grammar, and it requires professional guidance. 

  Nivedita Academy also trains the candidates efficiently in reading and 

writing skills. Nivedita Academy has expertized tutors who teach the 

nuances of the language to the candidates. At Nivedita Academy, we 

provide training for both the Academic IELTS and General Training 

IELTS exams. 

 

Locations 

 Nivedita Academy  Academy offers the best IELTS Coaching in 

Chennai  and Trichy with the help of Language experts. Spend your 

valuable time to visit our branches in Chennai. Nivedita Academy is 

located at KK Nagar West in Chennai and Thillainagar in Trichy. 

People also search for in Google map. 
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